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IMCoS MALTA SYMPOSIUM
Rod Lyon

A group photo taken during the visit at the National Museum of Fine Arts

Every year IMCoS organise a Symposium in a different country and
this year they decided to honour us by choosing Malta as their
destination. The Malta Map Society (MMS) Committee prepared a
programme of events and visits for the foreign participants. Well
over 55 map librarians, curators, dealers and map enthusiasts hailing
from places as far away as America, Russia and Australia besides
Europe attended the International Map Collectors' Society/Malta
Map Society Symposium, held in Malta on the 22nd to the 25th
September, 2011.
The event began on Thursday at the National Museum of Fine Arts
in Valletta with a short welcome address to the visitors by Dr Albert
Ganado, the President of the Malta Map Society and Ms Bernadine
Scicluna who is the curator of ‘The Ganado Malta Map Collection’
which is housed in the Museum.
This was followed by a guided visit of Dr Albert Ganado's 1571
home nearby, guided by Dr Ganado himself. This large home,
exchanged for his collection of maps with the Maltese Government,
is on one of the highest points of Valletta and commands breathtaking land and harbour views from its rooftops.
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much fun.
Joseph Schirò did the introductory speech
and welcomed all those present, and the
Hon. Dr Mario De Marco Parliamentar y
Secretary for Tourism and Culture officially
opened the exhibition

Dun Gwann Azzopardi guided the participants
on Sunday to a tour of the Wignacourt
Museum collections in Rabat and then of the
grotto where St. Paul lived during his time in
Malta. The day ended with a talk at the
Excelsior Hotel on the little known subject of
the Caribbean possessions of the Order of
St John of Malta. This was given by Dr William
Zammit and illustrated with manuscript maps
of the islands that were drawn up by the
Knights of Malta who supervised the islands.
After dinner later at the Excelsior Hotel,
speeches of thanks were given by Dr Hans
Kok President of IMCoS and Dr Albert Ganado,
President of the Malta Map Society. Dr Hans
Kok then presented Dr Ganado with a
commemorative plaque of the 2011 IMCoS
Malta Symposium.

The Hon. Dr Mario De Marco Parliamentary
Secretary for Tourism and Culture officially
opening the exhibition
IMCoS participants studying the cartographic treasures at the National Library of Malta

On Friday the Symposium delegates visited the
National Library of Malta in Valletta, where a
special exhibition had been mounted to show
some of the cartographic treasures housed there,
such as the Atlas Maior by Blaeu, several Lafreri
Atlases, the Arcano Del Mare by Robert Dudley
and the rare Perez D’Aleccio album of etchings
published in Rome in 1582. Then the group went
to the Grandmaster's Palace to view the actual
world famous Perez d'Aleccio frescoes of the Great
Siege of Malta of 1565 from which the etchings
were based.

The preparation of the exhibition and the writing
of the catalogue by Dr Albert Ganado and Joseph
Schirò started at the beginning of this year who
worked hard to trace, where possible, the edition
from where each map had been taken, and in
fact when the map was found in the publication,
the map was exhibited in the book as it was felt
that it was better to show the map in its context
rather than the map loose, even if it was found
in the Ganado collection. In fact some maps were
displayed in showcases.

On Saturday morning a cruise of the Grand
Harbour of Malta was made with an expert
commentary by Dr Stephen Spiteri. This was
followed in the afternoon by a visit to the
Valletta house of the Marquis De Piro, an
expert on old paintings and an avid collector
of all things beautiful including maps of
Malta. The visitors later had tea with the
Marquis and his lovely wife in their beautiful
internal courtyard.

An innovative idea in the exhibition was a
children’s corner where educational games
with a cartographic theme were created by
the Educational Section of Heritage Malta
since one of the aims of the exhibition was
also to target children as much as possible
and create for them a memorable experience
when they visited the exhibition. This would
also help shed the idea that cartography was
some elitist subject which could not be that

In the evening delegates attended the official
opening by the Hon. Dr Mario De Marco of the
exhibition: German Maps of Malta at the Malta
National Maritime Museum in Vittoriosa. This
exhibition was the biggest and most significant
event of the Symposium. The majority of the
maps came from ‘The Albert Ganado Map
Collection’ however private collectors, who are
also members of the MMS, generously offered
some rare and unique maps which were not in
the Ganado collection.

The commemorative plaque presented to MMS on
the occasion of the IMCoS Symposium.

The MMS on its part gave a souvenir to each
IMCoS participant which consisted of a limited
numbered edition of The Early Maltese
Cartographers written by Albert Ganado and
a specially designed limited edition envelope
which was cancelled with the special
cancellation stamp, numbered and signed by
the President of the MMS, Dr Albert Ganado.

At the lecture delivered by Dr William Zammit
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GAME ENGRAVINGS IN A LAFRERI ATLAS
Albert Ganado
The most popular game in the last eight centuries
seems to have been that of the playing cards
which in Europe go back to at least 1377. In Malta
playing cards have been recorded to have been
in use in 1600, if not before, during the reign of
Grand Master Hugues Loubens de Verdale (15821595)1 . From what has so far come to light on
the old playing cards extant in Malta, only one
incomplete deck is of geographical interest. It
contains questions and answers on geography
and general guides on various European
countries, including a description of Malta2.

Most of the maps are numbered with Arabic
numerals, but a few have capital letters. The five
maps on the left in the first column have a missing
margin at the extreme left, in which perhaps
there were numbers or a letter, the margin being
partly present at the bottom corner in which only
one, namely, ‘3 ISLE DE I[AVA]’ can be discerned.
The numbers and letters on the maps in the two
top rows are enclosed within a heart sign, while
the rest are in a diamond, with only Asia having
the diamond sign surmounted by a crown.
The maps are in this sequence:

Perhaps no other games were as common and
popular as playing cards. However during his
research on the maps of Malta the author has
come across two dice games with a geographical
content, although geographical cards were quite
common3.
One game was printed with 26 maps on a single
sheet titled along the head LE IEU de GEOGRAPHIE
se Vend. The places that figure on the sheet are
limited to Europe and Asia. It is possible that
another 26 maps of Africa and America were
printed on another sheet, thus making the
classical number of 52. There is no separate map
of the Maltese islands, but they are drawn and
mentioned as I. Malta on the map of Italy.
Similarly, there are no separate maps of the other
Mediterranean islands. The first map shows
Europe, followed by 12 European countries, while
the 14th map depicts Asia, followed by other Far
Eastern countries. On this particular sheet there
is no name or imprint to prove by whom it was
produced.

First 13 maps

The other 13 maps

[?] L’EUROPE.
D MOSCOVIE.
P SUEDE & DANEMARK.
C ISLES BRITANNIQUES
10 LA FRANCE.
9 L’ESPAGNE.
[8] L’ITALIE.
7 TURCQUIE en EUROPE.
6 HONGRIE &c.
5 LA POLOGNE.
4 ISLE D’ISLANDE.
[3] L’ARCHIPEL &c.

R L’ASIE.
D GRANDE TARTARIE.
P TURCQUIE en ASIE.
C PERSIE.
10 GRAND MOGOL.
[9] LE GANGE &c.
8 LA CHINE
7 ISLE DU IAPON.
6 ISLES MALDIVES
5 ISLE DE CEYLAN &c.
4 ISLE DE SUMATRA
3 ISLE DE I[AVA]
2 ISLE DE BORNEO.

Another game of geography forms part of a set
of four French games with different subjects. The
game is titled LE JEU DE LA GÉOGRAPHIE and it
contains in all 48 numbered place names in as
many squares or slightly different panels, starting
from Europe to reach France and win. The travel
route is enclosed with decorated borders and
goes round an empty centre which contains the
title and two legends. At the bottom left corner,
which is decorated with flowers, foliage and fruit,
there is the engraver’s name: Roussel fe[cit]. Along
the foot, left of centre, the inscription Chez le Gras
Grande Salle du Palais a L. Couronnée could be the
imprint of the publisher.

As hearts and diamonds are used on the 26 maps
in this sheet, spades and clubs were presumably
to be found on the 26 maps in the other sheet.
Each set of numbers and letters belong to a deck
of playing cards, with R standing for Roi, D for
Dame, P for Prince, and C for Chevalier being the
Ace.
The description of this game of playing cards has
been taken from a photograph of the sheet in the
author’s possession4 . According to a pencil note
on the verso the original is preserved at the
Mercator Museum, Sint-Niklaas-Waas, Belgium.

1 G. Bonello, “Gambling in Malta under the Order of St. John” The Playing Card – Journal of the International Playing-Card Society,

Oct-Dec 2005, vol.34, no.2, pp. 124-136. I am grateful to Joseph Schirò for this reference, and for providing me with other books
on gambling.
2 J. Schirò and J. Thorpe, “Playing cards with a Malta connection”, Treasures of Malta, Easter 2001, no. 20, vol. VII (2), pp.17-22.

This article followed a previous one written by J. Schirò, “18th century playing cards” on some rare playing cards printed in Malta,
Treasures of Malta, Easter 1999, no.[14], vol. V (2), pp. 9-13.
In the 2001 article, a Sergeant Gatt R.M.A. was mentioned in connection with the pack produced in 1912. It was stated that he
might have been Colonel Frederick Gatt. This cannot be because Colonel Gatt was not raised from the ranks and he passed away
on 22 September 1892, twenty years before the pack was issued.
3 C. Perry Hargrave, A history of playing cards and a bibliography of cards and gaming, New York, 1966. The author mentions Austrian,

Dutch, English, French, German and Italian geographical cards, besides American.

Fig. 1 Le Jeu de la Géographie engraved and signed by Roussel in Paris, c.1729.
4 The photograph was given to the author in 1972 by his great friend and Melitensia collector Carlo Liberto (1914-2004) who lived

in Bern.
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GAME ENGRAVINGS IN A LAFRERI ATLAS
The number 1 of the game is assigned to LA
FRANCE while L’EUROPE is numbered 48. This is
the starting point and each player has to try and
pass through all the other countries to reach
France: Passez de l’Europe pour revenir à la France
ou l’on gagne seulement au second tour. If he
succeeds, he qualifies to pass on to the second
round.

Some squares have no instructions written
on them apart from the number and place
name. A few, like I ndia, merely make
reference to a rule voy. reg. XV. Several others
tell the player what he has to do, such as to
start all over again, or, like Sweden, to make
a quote on the history of that country or play
two counters: ou mettez deux jetons ou jeu.
The player who reaches Malta makes a lucky
strike taking counters from all the other
players: Tirez un jeton de chaque joüeur et deux
du jeu.

When he reaches France he wins all and takes a
counter from each of the other players: On gagne
tout et un jeton de chaque joüeur. On various
squares reference is made to particular rules of
the game5 . According to a legend in the centre
of the board, the rules of the game were to be
found on pages 303 et suivantes of the Book.

This board gives no clue as to its date, as the
name of Roussel as an engraver occurs in
various centuries. For instance, Frémyn
Roussel was active as an engraver between
1540-1568. However, from features which
occur on another board of the set, one can
conclude that the set was produced in the
eighteenth century. The three other games
of the set are the following: JEU DE LA FABLE,
JEU DU BLASON, and IEU HISTORIQUES DES
ROIS DE FRANCE. The first two merely repeat
the engraver ’s surname: Roussel sculp.
However, the third one is signed Gravé par
Cl. Roussel, namely, Claude Roussel. Actually
he etched another game titled Les
Délassemens des éléves de Mars ou Nouveau
jeu militaire (432 x 547mm), an example of
which is extant at the British Library. The print
was published in Paris by Louis Crépy, at rue
S. Jacques à S. Pierre pres la rue de la
parcheminerie 6 .

These are the geographical names on the board,
with the relative numbers:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.

LA FRANCE
L’ESPAGNE
LE PORTUGAL
l’ANGLETERRE
l’ECOSSE
l’IRLANDE
DANNEMARK
LA SUEDE
LA MOSCOVIE
LA POLOGNE
l’ALEMAGNE
E. DE BAVIERE
E. DE MAYENCE
E. DE TREVES
E. DE COLOGNE
LE PALATINAT DU RHIN
LA SAXE
LE BRANDEBOURG
HANOVER
l’ITALIE
LE PIEMONT
MILAN
PARME
MODENE

25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.

CONT.

LE MANTOUAN
LA TOSCANE
LA MIRANDOL
LA SAVOYE
LA SICILE
R VENISE
R. GENES
R. LUQUES
LA HOLANDE
LA LORRAINE
l’AFRIQUE
l ASIE
LA PERSE
LA TARTARIE
LA CHINE
l’INDE
LE LAPON
MALTHE
LA TURQUIE
LA BOHEME
SIAM
LA SUISSE
l’AMERIQUE
l’EUROPE

5 The author has come across two French books of game rules that might apply to the dice games described, namely, Academie

universelles des jeux avec des instructions faciles pour apprendre à les bien jouer. Nouvelle édition. Amsterdam, 1760; Academie universelle
des jeux contenant les règles de tous les jeux, avec des instructions faciles pour apprendre à les bien jouer, augmentée du jeu de Whist. Paris,
1765.
6 This was the business address of Etienne-Louis Crépy (c.1706-post 1759), son of Jean Crépy (c.1650–1739). There was also a Louis

Crépy, possibly the same person as Etienne-Louis. (Tooley’s Dictionary of Mapmakers, A-D, Tring, U. K., 1999, p. 313).
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Fig. 2 Ieu Historique des Rois de France engraved and signed by Claude Roussel in Paris, c.1729.
(Courtesy of the Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale, Rome)

unknown. However, the name of Crépy comes
to mind as the Crépy family of engravers and
publishers indulged in this kind of games7 .
Malta does not figure at all in the game titled
JEU DE LA FABLE which is mythological, but
it has a place in the JEU DE BLASON as the
Order of St John of Malta had its own
emblem. This sheet covers 55 countries,
Kings, nobles, cities and provinces owning
their own coats of arms, but the escutcheons
themselves are not depicted. The first box
is named ARMES DE FRANCE while number
55 is assigned to the Canton Appenzel.
Royalty includes France, Spain, Portugal,
England, Poland, Sweden, Denmark, Russia
and Sicily, LE TURC and LE PAPE.

The date of this engraving may be guessed at
through another feature appearing on this
particular game. The French Kings making up
this game are 66 in all, running from Pharamond
(no. 1) to Louis XV (no. 66) which is accompanied
with his portrait. Louis XV (1710-1774) became
King of France when still a child and in 1729 a
Dauphìn was born to him. A portrait of the King
at number 66 of the Jeu des Rois de France
depicts him as still very young, while the
number 2 on the Jeu du Blason refers to the
arms of the DAUPHIN DE FRANCE. It seems
therefore that the latter game was printed in
1729 or somewhat later, and the same date
would apply to the other games if they came
out as one set. The publisher of this set is

7 There is extant at the Yale University Library a world travel game printed on a large sheet which could be associated with Jean

Crépy. It consists of two central hemispheres surrounded by a double lane of stops numbered 1–78 and representing a roundthe-world tour finishing at Paris. (R.W. Shirley, The Mapping of the world… 1472-1700, London, 1993, p. 545).
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A CARTOGRAPHIC GAME WITH A MALTA CONNECTION
Joseph Schirò

Fig. 3 Jeu de Blason engraved and signed Roussel in Paris, c.1729. (Courtesy of the Biblioteca
Nazionale Centrale, Rome)

The Maltese islands are represented by MALTHE,
numbered 31. Even in this game the player who
gets to the Malta box receives a counter from
each one of the other players: Tirez un jeton de
chaque joüeur.

engravings described above are to be found in
an Italian composite atlas of maps assembled
in Rome by Antonio Lafreri (or Antoine Lafréry)
having the rare frontispiece GEOGRAFIA. TAVOLE
MODERNE DI GEOGAFIA DE LA MAGGIOR PARTE
DEL MONDO ascribed to Lafreri himself and
probably published around 1572 8 . The
engravings must have been inserted in the atlas
at a much later date, a feature not unusual for
these Italian atlases assembled both in the
sixteenth and later centuries. The atlas is one
of three Italian composite atlases extant in
Rome at the Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale9.

These four engravings were made for what is
known as the Game of Goose, or Giuoco dell’Oca
in Italy. It was already being played in the 17th
century, reaching the height of its success in
the 18th and 19th centuries.
Claude Roussel’s eighteenth- centur y

8 On this frontispiece see A. Ganado and Agius-Vadalà, A study in depth of 143 maps representing the Great Siege of Malta of 1565,

2 vols., Malta, 1994-1995, vol.1, pp. 219-220, vol. 2, p.165 (ill.).
9The atlas has shelf mark 71.6.G.2 and it contains six maps of Malta produced by Lafreri, including the rare map of the island

Fig. 1 The Panorama of Europe – a new Game, published by Wallis in London, 1815.
(Courtesy of Altea Gallery)

A little known cartographic game with a Malta
connection has just surfaced on the market,
bearing the name ‘The Panorama of Europe, A
New Game’. The game, published by Wallis in
London in 1815, is another version of the
popular Game of Goose and was aimed at
children. The idea of creating an educational
tool was well received by parents in the early
nineteenth century who appreciated the
educational aspects as well as the children’s
resulting enjoyment.

x 622mm). At the bottom centre of the game
outside the neat line is the imprint: PUBLISHED
Nov.r 1st 1815 by J. & E. Wallis, 42, Skinner Street,
London. - and J. Wallis JunR Marine Library,
Sidmouth, Devon. It shows 36 engraved and
hand-coloured panoramas of European cities,
each numbered and starting from Oporto
(numbered 1) and finishing with London in the
centre numbered 40. Numbers 36 to 39 appear
as corner pieces and are unlabelled, but show
city monuments. The bird’s eye view of the city
of Valletta is numbered 5 and is placed between
Gibraltar and Messina (numbered 4 and 6
respectively).

The foldable game consists of twelve cut
rectangular sections backed on linen (470mm

dated 1551.
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A CARTOGRAPHIC GAME WITH A MALTA CONNECTION

The game was issued in a paper slip case with
an applied hand-coloured engraved label
depicting an angel, holding a trumpet and a
scroll displaying the title, flying over a city
panorama, and signed Published by J. & E. Wallis
42, Skinner St.t London. & J. Wallis Junr Marine
Library Sidmouth, (122 x 215cm). John Wallis
with his sons John Wallis Junior and Edward
Wallis, was the most prolific publisher of board
games and dissected puzzles of the late
eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. The
company occupied a number of sites in London,
including: 16 Ludgate Street (under the name
"Map Warehouse") from 1775, 13 Warwick
Square (under the name "Instructive Toy
Warehouse") from 1805, and 42 Skinner Street,
Snow Hill which was mainly used by Edward
Wallis when working alone or when working
with his father. John Wallis Junior eventually
also worked from 188, The Strand which was
used solely by him1 .

CONT

described in the book. The text about Malta in
the book of rules says:

A 325 YEAR-OLD VIEW OF GOZO
John Cremona

NO.5. MALTA, an island in the Mediterranean Sea,
taken from the French in 1800. It is twenty miles
long and twelve broad, famous for its fortifications.
This island is so rocky, that shiploads of earth are
frequently brought from Sicily, in order to make
some parts of it more fruitful. It was anciently
called Melite, and here the Apostle Paul was
shipwrecked.

Fig. 4 The spread where we find a short description of
the island of Malta (Courtesy of Altea Gallery)

Fig.2 Paper slip case for the
board game
(Courtesy of Altea Gallery)

The Game of Goose was one of the most
common board games. The object of the game
was to travel along a spiral from the first field
to the final one, and the first player who
successfully landed exactly on the last field was
the winner. The player had to deal with any
situation on the space landed on, be they
penalties or rewards. The special bonus and
hazard fields are described in the set of rules2.
To start, each player chose a distinct colour of
playing piece. Each player then rolled a dice or
a ‘totum’3 , and the highest roll determined who
played first. The players moved from Oporto to
London, via Malta, Constantinople, Moscow, etc.

Fig. 3 The title page of the
book of rules for playing

The game comes with a 12 pages rule book
entitled ‘Rules for Playing Wallis’s New Game of
the Panorama of Europe.’ with each city

1 Valerie Scott (ed.), Tooley’s dictionary of mapmakers, London Early World Press, 2004, Q-Z, p.350.
2 Giorgio Lise, I giochi di carta – card games, Milano, BE-MA editrice, 1988, pp.128-139.
3 A ‘totum’ is like a top but instead of being round, is six-sided and on the top of each side are the numbers 1-6. The player

spins the ‘totumÅf and the side on which it rests, when it finishes spinning, is the number the player will play.
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Views of Gozo made before the eighteenth
century are extremely rare both in paintings
as well as in engravings. One of the very
few that we know that exist is a view of
Gozo’s Cittadella or fortified town showing
through a window in the altarpiece of Ta’
Savina Church in Rabat, Gozo painted in
1622.
11

In engraving, views of Gozo are even rarer
and such views star t to be produced
towards the second half of the eighteenth
century. It was therefore a surprise when
recently an unknown engraving produced
towards the second half of the seventeenth
century that shows Gozo’s Cittadella and
t h e u n d e r l y i n g s u b u r b o f R a b at , wa s

THE DE FER LARGE MAPS
similarities with the actual topography
of Cittadella and Rabat in relation to the
Gozitan countr yside with trees on the
right denoting Ghasri and Zebbug at the
time when the latter was established as
a separate par ish, and the hills of Ta’
D b i e g i , G h a r I l m a a n d Ta’ G h a m m a r
which characterise the Gozitan
l a n d s c a p e o n t h e l e f t . To re m ove a ny
d o u b t a b o u t t h e v i e w p ro d u c e d, t h e
engraver engraved the word GOZO in a
b a n n e r f l u t t e r i n g i n t h e s k y. Th e
engraving including both views
measures 120 x 162mm.

a c q u i r e d b y a l o c a l m a p c o l l e c t o r.
This extremely rare engraving was
published in a relatively small-sized
book that was printed in Augsburg in
Germany in 1686. The book which has a
ver y long title in a mixture of Latin and
German star ting with the words Roma
measure of ar tistic licence. One cannot
discard the possibility however, that the
engraver worked on a design produced
by someone else or rather from a verbal
description. Without entering into the
long drawn argument of whether Rabat
was sur rounded by a for tified wall or
not, this engraving shows Rabat
surrounded by some kind of fortification
including a number of towers and a
for tified gate. On the same sheet,
another engraving shows a tower on the
i s l a n d o f C o m i n o t t o, a t o w e r t h a t i s
known that it never existed on this
island. An accompanying map of Malta
published in the same book refers to the
island of Comino as Cominotto.
Therefore the tower built on the larger
island of Comino in 1618 starts to make
more sense in the engraving.

Claude Micallef Attard
In the last issue of the MMS newsletter, I
listed the small maps issued by Nicolas De
Fer (1646-1720) and the derivatives of these
maps.
In 1709 Nicolas De Fer issued a large folio
map of Malta, produced in Paris with the
title: L'ISLE DE MALTE / Et cettes de GOZE et de
COMINGO … [375 x 517mm].

This engraving of G ozo together with
the map of Malta from the same
publication were exhibited recently in
an exhibition of German Malta Maps
organized by the Malta Map Society at
the M ar itime Museum in Birgu. These
engravings were also published in the
catalogue German Malta Maps compiled
by Dr Albert Ganado and Joseph Schirò.

This article is a translation of the original
article in Maltese published in ‘Il-Hajja
f’Ghawdex’ in October 2011. It was
published as part of a series of short
monthly articles entitled ‘Gozo before
photography’, written by the author,
which deal with engravings and
lithographs of Gozo produced between
1600 and 1900. My heartfelt thanks go to
Claude Micallef Attard.

I t is impor tant to note that in order to
produce a good and correct image, the
engraver has to etch the design on the
copper plate in mirror image. This was
not always done and one may encounter
engravings that show the subject in
reverse. Therefore if one were to inver t
the image and view a mirror image of
this engraving, both the view of Gozo
as well as that of Comino appear more
convincing and one may notice

Map by Estiennne Vouillemont 1662
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This map was printed from the same plate
used by Estiennne Vouillemont in Paris in
1662 and again in 1672, with the following
title along the head: Representation des ISLES
de MALTHE, GOZE et COMINO … A copy is
being shown hereunder for comparative
purposes.

THE DE FER LARGE MAPS

CONT.

Map by Nicolas De Fer 1709 (State 1)

The De Fer map is found in the following atlas:
Atlas/ou/Recüeil/de/cartes/geographiques/Dr
essées/Sur les Nouvelles Observations de/Mrs de
l’Academie Royale/des Sciences/Par/N. de Fer,
Geographe de sa Majesté Catolique/et de
Monseigneur le Dauphin./A Paris/chez l’Auteur
dans l’Isle du/Palais sur le Quay de l’Orloge/a la
Sphere Royale. Avec/privilege du Roy. 1709.
The Malta map is number 78 (Pastoureau, 185)
The De Fer map, however, contains the
following changes:
1. The title along the head has been removed.
2. The coat of arms of Fra Jacques de Souvre,
has been removed.

3. The imprints along the foot have been
completely deleted.
4. The top-right corner has been completely
taken up by a large cartouche containing the
title L’ISLE DE MALTHE / Et cettes de GOZE et de
COMINGO (sic), flanked on the left by the coat
of arms of Fra Jean Jacques de Mesmes and
the dedication to same: Haut et Puissant
Seigneur Monseigneur Iean Iacques / de Mesmes
de l’Ordre de Malthe written on two lines.
5. The coats of arms of Grandmasters Carafa,
Wignacourt and Perellos have been added in
three of the last four squares at the bottomright.

14

In 1720 another state of the map was issued in Paris, L'ISLE DE MALTE / Et cettes de GOZE et de COMINO
… [375 x 517mm]. This is State 2. The Malta map is number 78 (Pastoureau, 185)

This map is found in the atlas
Atlas/ou/Recüeil/de/cartes/geographiques/Dress
ées/Sur les Nouvelles Observations de/Mrs de
l’Academie Royale/des Sciences/Par/N. de Fer,
Geographe de sa Majesté Catolique/et de
Monseigneur le Dauphin./A Paris/chez l’Auteur dans
l’Isle du/Palais sur le Quay de l’Orloge/a la Sphere
Royale. Avec/privilege du Roy. 1709. (but issued
on 6 November 1720).
The differences between State 1 and State 2 are:
1. In the title inside the cartouche, the word

‘Comingo’ in State 1 has been corrected to
‘Comino’ in State 2.
2. The text next to the Mesmes coat of arms on
its left, written on 2 lines in State 1 has been
removed, and a new dedication added: Dediè A
son Exelence Monseigneur le Bailli de Mesmes
Embassadeur / Extraordinaire de l’Ordre de Malthe
pres sa Majestè tres Chretienne / Par son tres humble
et tres / obeissant Serviteur / de Fer. on 5 lines in
State 2.
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THE DE FER LARGE MAPS

In 1722 State 3 of the map was issued in Paris
L'ISLE DE MALTE / Et cettes de GOZE et de COMINO
… [375 x 517mm]. The Malta map is number 82
(Pastoureau, 187).
This map is found in the atlas Atlas ou recüeil de
cartes geographiques, dressées sur les nouvelles
observations de M[essieu]rs de l’Academie Royale
des Sciences, par N. de Fer [...]. A Paris, chez l’auteur,

CONT.

1709-[28].
The differences between State 2 and State 3 are
the following:
1. The date 1722 was added at the bottom centre
in the cartouche.
2. The coat of arms of Zondadari has been added
in the last square.
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